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SUMMARY
ELEMENTS
Eeyou Eenou continue to occupy the land
and carry on Eeyou Eenou iiyihtuuwin

PRINCIPLES
Respect of Cree values
Eeyou Istchee has no dividing lines

Eeyou Eenou pimaatisiiwin is central to decision-making
Collaboration
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Sensitive habitats, cultural sites,
and waterways/water sources are respected
Eeyou Eenou autonomy and ability
to care for the land is enhanced
Eeyou Istchee is resilient. All impacts on environment
are understood, managed and mitigated effectively

Greater Adaptability
Informed Decision-Making
Transparency: The people’s right to know
Building on Past Accomplishments

Eeyou Eenou lead economic growth and development
that uphold Eeyou Eenou values (itschihamachawin)
Every resource is used responsibly and sustainably
to minimize consumption and waste
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INTRO
DUCTION
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To the planning
context in Eeyou Istchee
The expanding role of Eeyou Eenou in the governance of Eeyou
Istchee shows that the Nation is ready, willing, and has the capacity
to put a Cree footprint on land and resource management.
The Eeyou Planning Commission has the mandate to develop a Cree
planning Vision, to develop a Regional Land and Resource Use Plan
for category II lands, and also to work towards building the capacity
to engage on land and resource planning related activities throughout
all of Eeyou Istchee.
To achieve this, the EPC works collaboratively with our regional
planning partners in order to ensure that land and resource
management work as best as possible with the collective vision,
interests and aspirations of the Crees.

To this
document
A planning Vision reflects an image of the future.
It refers to a long-term target, which focuses
on social progress, cultural & environmental
preservation and a sustainable economy.
The EPC Vision for land and resource use
planning reflects the priorities which emerged
from what we heard during our consultations
with the Cree communities.
The purpose of this planning Vision is to provide
clarity, transparency, and to serve as the
foundation for the development of grounded
and coherent documents regarding lands and
resources planning.
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OUR VISION
STATEMENT
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Looking through the
window of the future

Eeyou Istchee is resilient
and fully allows for Eeyou
Eenou pimaatisiiwin.
It is a place where
Eeyou Eenou iiyihtuuwin
is strong. Where we prioritize
Cree-led, fair and sustainable
development. Where we ensure
the co-existence of a healthy
natural environment and
flourishing communities (miiyuu
kiniyihtaakwaa / kiniwaayihtaauch).
We achieved this through
a comprehensive and empowering
approach to land and resource
management, one that
acknowledges and builds
upon Eeyou/Eenou
miyupimaatisiiwin.
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EEYOU EENOU CONTINUE
TO OCCUPY THE LAND
AND CARRY ON EEYOU
EENOU IIYIHTUUWIN
We are able to occupy all the land, even remote
areas, as we always have, and special attention
is given to educating youth in traditional skills
and ways.
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WHAT ARE
THE MAIN
ELEMENTS
OF OUR
VISION
STATEMENT?
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“

For generations to come, we should
be able to harvest what we need.
We want greater options for youth
to access the land. Young kids need
to be able to go on the land and
be taught how to live from it.

Eastmain

”

EEYOU EENOU
PIMAATISIIWIN
IS CENTRAL
TO DECISION-MAKING
Our knowledge is at the heart of informed
decision-making concerning lands management.
This ensures that land use planning best meets
Eeyou Eenou needs and values. All aspects
of the people and land are connected, in the
past, present and future.
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SENSITIVE HABITATS,
CULTURAL SITES,
AND WATERWAYS/
WATER SOURCES
ARE RESPECTED
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The places that we have identified as having
particular meaning or value ecologically,
historically, culturally, spiritually or for the
traditional economy are recognized and
have a status that reflects their importance.

“

When the Nituuhuu Eeyou was first
here on the land, Eeyou was the first
race here in our territory of Waswanipi
and the Creator has given us abilities
to care for ourselves and gave us the
means and knowledge to survive out
on the land. It was given to us to plan
and decide.

Waswanipi

”

“

People need to value and preserve
the land in order to have future
generations be able to practice
hunting and other cultural activities
on the land. For the land to support
theses activities, it needs to be
in a good state.

”“

Wemindji

Water is the most
important thing,
and care must be taken
to not spoil it, to protect
it wherever there
is development.

EEYOU EENOU AUTONOMY
AND ABILITY TO CARE FOR
THE LAND IS ENHANCED

EEYOU ISTCHEE IS RESILIENT.
ALL IMPACTS ON ENVIRONMENT
ARE UNDERSTOOD, MANAGED
AND MITIGATED EFFECTIVELY

We have the autonomy to decide how to participate
in land and resource management and make sure
that this participation strengthens our economy,
society, and ability to govern.

“
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Eeyou Istchee’s long history of impacts from industrial
development and the experience of Eeyou Eenou
in dealing with these impacts is acknowledged
by proponents, governments, and all other entities
active in our homeland. The best available scientific
and Eeyou Eenou knowledge informs approaches
to existing and future impacts and the restoration
of previously impacted sites. Also, our Nation
understands the possible impacts of climate change
on Eeyou Itschee, to increase our resilience to new
environmental risks and ensure that Eeyou Eenou
are safe.

As Crees we are skilled negotiators.
We learned that from Elders and leaders.
There is room for a lot of improvement
from the government’s end. We understand
our territory, and we want to govern it.
We want to see the next generation really
taking control.

Waskaganish

”

“
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We see beavers with white spots on their lungs and that’s how you
know the beavers are impacted negatively by forestry and mining
development and people eat them. That’s all I wanted to say, that
the beavers are sick, and moose are not as fat as they used to be.

”

Waswanipi

“
“

What we've learned over the years is the information
that we're given for the flow of the river, the change
to the water cycle, they release the water during the
winter and the extra freshwater affects the mouth
of the bay right to Hudson Bay. The fresh water affects
the equilibrium, around the bend and all the way
up to Richmond Gulf.

In terms of environment
versus development,
we have to find a balance.

Nemaska

Chisasibi

”

”

EVERY RESOURCE
IS USED RESPONSIBLY
AND SUSTAINABLY
TO MINIMIZE
CONSUMPTION
AND WASTE

EEYOU EENOU LEAD ECONOMIC
GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
THAT UPHOLD EEYOU EENOU
VALUES (ITSCHIHAMACHAWIN)
We take the lead in building upon Eeyou Istchee’s
rich natural resources and cultural heritage
to develop green sectors of the economy and
present a practical alternative or complement
to other more mainstream development projects.

“
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All activities on the land are sustainable,
from traditional activities to industrial
development projects, in order to show
respect for all that the land gives us,
and for how the land has sustained our
people over time.

I really want the community to find a way
to end its dependency on the government.
To develop something that’s self-sustaining,
that does not rely on subsidies. Something
here that can continue to grow.

Whapmagoostui

“
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”

To create jobs through development
is a longerterm vision. We want to be
“makers of our destiny”: that the Crees
be the owners of development.

Wemindji

”

“

Our ancestors lived and occupied the territory and managed
resources very well. Mining and forestry threw off the balance
that our ancestors had back then. We felt the impacts when
we had to relocate our villages several times. Now we are taking
back what was taken away, the right to manage resources
as we see fit, the opportunity to re-create balance between
environment and development which will address the social issues.

Ouje-Bougoumou

”

RESPECT OF
CREE VALUES
Eeyou Eenou values are at the
center of land use planning and
resource management in Eeyou
Istchee. This includes respect
for the land; the animals; the
plants; the water; the people; the
knowledge holders; the Eeyou
Eenou culture, the Eeyou Eenou
rights and the future generations.
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GUIDING
PRINCIPLES
The achievement of this Vision
requires that the Eeyou Planning
Commission commits and integrates
into its work meaningful guiding
principles, that are reflective of the
people of Eeyou Istchee and that
supports positive relationships.

“
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Whenever we have a project on the land,
we make sure we involve the people who
are the land users, and we encourage the
young people, Elders, etc. to respect the
area and to clean up when they leave
because you’d want to do the same thing
if you had people coming into your
hunting grounds.

Chisasibi

“

Our Cree value system is still in place.
We follow traditional values that have
been passed on from grandparents,
how to use the land, show respect
to the animals and wildlife.

Waskaganish

”

”

COLLABORATION
All entities responsible for land use
planning and resource management in
Eeyou Istchee should collaborate fully
and ensure effective coordination. This
will help lead to the harmonization
of the different plans and projects,
which will in turn enhance them while
being true to the Eeyou/Eenou under
standing of the land.

EEYOU ISTCHEE HAS
NO DIVIDING LINES
There are many actors involved
in decision-making about lands
management our territory, and
different jurisdictions and laws
that apply, but to us it is all Eeyou
Istchee, our home, whole and
unbroken by boundaries or bor
ders. Development, protection,
20 and enhancement of the land
acknowledges this, and takes
an open-minded approach that
recognizes the undivided nature
of our homeland.

“

Our relationship with our
lands needs to be recognized.
Our land isn’t just Category
I, II, III, it’s the whole thing…

Ouje-Bougoumou

”

“

Get everybody’s views when
making decisions, listen to their
concerns, identify the trade offs
in order to move forward with
development projects to make
sure it’s done in a good way.

Wemindji

“
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”

The other thing is the talks with
the Inuit because if we can combine
our resources, we can do a lot
for the community.

Whapmagoostui

”

INFORMED
DECISION-MAKING
Decision-making should be based on the
best available information, from both
traditional and scientific knowledge,
with balanced consideration given to
each. Monitoring and research should
serve to keep this information current.
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GREATER ADAPTABILITY
Land use planning should improve the ability of the land and its
people to adapt to change, such that the wealth obtained from
resource use serves to strengthen other aspects of the land or of
Eeyou Eenou society. The result should strengthen relationships
between the people and the land.

“

We need a progressive
way of monitoring the land
to properly maintain the land
and its naturel state before
a project goes ahead.

Eastmain

”

“

Before any development or preparation of a project takes
place, that’s where true land users need to be considered.
They should be interviewed and asked what their views
are on the way development is done out on the land and
where they think is a good potential to develop without
leaving much of a footprint on the territory.

Mistissini

”

BUILDING ON PAST
ACCOMPLISHMENTS

TRANSPARENCY:
THE PEOPLE’S
RIGHT TO KNOW

Our lands management builds upon the struggles and victories
of Eeyou Eenou throughout the years, reflected upon in our
negotiated agreements. Lands management processes and
decision-making should implement these agreements, and be
informed by the many consultations and research projects which
our nation have led and participated in over the years.

Planning processes must be understandable
by all. Eeyou Eenou need to be informed,
to participate in these processes, and to have
access to consistent and clearly communi
cated information.
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“

There must be a proper
communication procedure.
How are we gonna share this
information with our people,
the stakeholders, the tallyman,
also the Chief and Council?
I think what we need is people
engaged as Communication
Officers, or even Liaison Officers.

Nemaska

”

“

JBNQA how can we protect it in the future?
We need to learn our own history from the days
the famine, before and after JBNQA, we need
to know our own history for us to lead in the future.

Mistissini

”
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Eeyou Planning Commission
For more information about us and to consult
the community consultation reports,
please visit our website:
eeyouplanningcommission.ca

